Hysterectomy: Hysteroscopic Sterilization’s Unintended Dividend?
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Abstract

Although previous work has suggested that the risk for re-operation after hysteroscopic sterilization (HS) is much higher than for patients who undergo standard laparoscopic tubal ligation, few data have been collected on these subsequent procedures. Recently, a descriptive cohort study used a confidential online questionnaire to gather data from more than 3,000 women who developed pelvic pain and other symptoms after HS. Information was obtained on device removal surgery performed secondary to symptoms developing after the Essure procedure. These patients were relatively young, having a mean±SD age of 35.6±6.3yrs; hysterectomy was eventually performed in nearly 65% of HS cases. More research is needed to characterize specific gynecological operations after HS, but preliminary findings suggest that the predominant surgical remedy for Essure-associated complaints is hysterectomy for many women. Thus, dissatisfaction with HS may represent an important new indication for hysterectomy and additional study will be crucial to quantify this phenomenon.
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Background

The Essure device (Bayer Corp Whippany, NJ USA) gained approval by the U.S. FDA in November 2002 and remains the only hysteroscopic contraceptive method available in the U.S. The procedure can be completed without anesthesia, involves no incision, and may be performed in as a little as ten minutes by an experienced hysteroscopist [1,2]. The procedure involves introduces a pair of small, flexible inserts consisting of nickel-titanium and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) fibers through the fallopian tubal ostia via hysteroscopy. Once in place, the devices trigger an intraluminal inflammatory reaction resulting in tubal fibrosis and eventual occlusion. While HS enjoyed considerable initial popularity, within several years complications began to appear in the medical literature and were reported to health regulators [3-6]. Fortunately, surgical removal of HS devices has usually resolved symptoms for most patients [7,8]. While there is no consensus on a preferred method to remove Essure implants, hysterectomy has emerged as one way to do this [5,8-10]. The connection between this contraceptive implant and subsequent hysterectomy has only recently been the subject of specific study, however [11].

Hysterectomy is a major operation and is the most frequently performed surgery for women in the United States after cesarean delivery [12]. Accurate data regarding indications for hysterectomy informs a crucial part of monitoring health outcomes. Most estimates of national hysterectomy activity cannot provide a comprehensive assessment because registries are generally limited to surgeries performed in formal hospital settings [13], and hysterectomies are often performed in ambulatory surgery centers outside this data capture remit. A reporting gap also exists with HS, because there is no national registry for this procedure either. Statistical impairments thus exist both for HS and hysterectomy, as reliance on standard hospital reports cannot give a complete audit of either event.

Researchers following hysterectomy have tried to meet this challenge by modifying their study design to follow insurance payments rather than hospital activity [12]. Unfortunately, such an approach does not yield a full understanding of HS, since although this elective sterilization technique is often done on an out-patient basis, it is not uniformly covered by insurance plans in the United States [14-16]. Not even the device manufacturer knows exactly how many patients have had the HS procedure (in the United States or elsewhere) and only data on the approximate number of Essure kits is available [17]. Thus, measuring any common overlap between HS and hysterectomy-
both gynecological interventions with substantial public health implications is difficult.

What happens after HS?

There is no clear consensus on how to manage Essure patients who subsequently develop symptoms after HS [18]. While the notion that these patients might require further surgery is not entirely new, at least for some Essure patients the reliance on hysterectomy can be quite high [11]. One recent analysis evaluated 30-day and 1-year outcomes after >8,000 Essure procedures in New York State and found the risk of undergoing reoperation was more than 10 times higher for HS patients compared to patients undergoing standard laparoscopic tubal ligation [19]. Recent work has extended this observation by contributing a more detailed understanding of surgeries performed after Essure [11].

As HS coils are intended to be permanent contraceptive implants, it is not surprising that familiarity with their surgical excision remains limited [5,8,20]. It is encouraging that satisfactory relief of Essure-associated symptoms has been reported as soon as two weeks following removal [21]. Why might HS be perceived as better than traditional bilateral tubal ligation? A 2009 decision tree analysis to estimate procedure costs is sometimes cited to support the position that HS brings a cost advantage over standard tubal sterilization [22]. Such a model now seems problematic as it incorrectly assumed that patient satisfaction would be similar between the two comparator groups. Because few patients in HS premarketing studies were followed for more than 12 months [23], how many might seek additional surgery to "undo" Essure after the first year of use could not have been known previously. Although it is not surprising that such extra surgery brings additional expense, some research has shown that a priori costs for HS are already higher than for laparoscopic tubal ligation despite shorter operative time and less frequent use of general anesthesia [19]. Controversy also exists concerning the effectiveness of HS as a method of reliable birth control [24,25]. This raises the question of device failure with profound economic and social implications of its own [26]. While none of this information was available for consideration when Essure was initially approved by the U.S. FDA in 2002, awareness of such factors now could explain a higher level of patient interest in surgical device removal.

Likewise, hysterectomy may be regarded (either by physicians, patients, or both) as superior to other less invasive surgical approaches for Essure abatement. For example, it is possible that the lack of a CPT code specific to surgical Essure removal favors hysterectomy, a surgery for which multiple CPT codes exist. Despite the known higher cost, intra operative blood loss, overall complication rate and increased recovery time associated with hysterectomy, this surgery could nevertheless be recommended over less aggressive operations for which insurance companies might reject or delay the claim (i.e., no timely disbursement).

Conclusion

Interpreting HS data continues to frustrate regulators, patients, and advocacy groups. Thus, until the regulatory climate changes to enable acquisition of HS data with greater precision, internet-based assessment tools may supply the best available evidence on HS. Indeed, similar patient-completed surveys have been used in previous pelvic surgery contexts with good results [27,28]. There is also the matter of linking HS to whatever operation which followed, and determining what factors (physician and/or patient) resulted in particular post-HS interventions. Like much of the Essure phenomenon, however, this is an underdeveloped area of inquiry awaiting additional research for clarification. The lack of established clinical guidelines for Essure removal appears to permit a considerable range of surgical approaches in routine practice.

For many women, the allure of "non-incisional" permanent contraception as promised by HS would be substantially diminished if major surgery were later needed [9,10]. Given the paucity of meaningful longitudinal data on HS patients, the hysterectomy rate following Essure remains undefined. Yet should this birth control choice even sometimes lead to hysterectomy, caution is appropriate and the issue should receive close scrutiny. If the number of HS kits sold worldwide is 750,000 [23], then determining how these devices contribute to overall hysterectomy uptake represents a relevant topic in the domain of international women's health. Consideration should therefore be given to creating an Essure patient registry, or, alternatively, creating specific ICD-10 codes for patients who present with HS-associated symptoms. These would be cost-effective interventions to enable proper surveillance on this topic.
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